
Day  15 BLUE TAPE motif 
De’VIA 28 Day Challenge  
 
 

 
Kat Brockway 
"Series of Abusive Surgeries" 
Art studio iPad art  
Description: tired of seeing many suffer from the abusive surgeries that were only 
for money, not caring. Blue tapes covering the sores from the surgeries. 
 
 



 
Adrean Clark 
"Stop Talking About Us Without Us!" 
It is very common for mainstream publications to publish articles about Deaf people 
without actually interviewing Deaf people. Reporters pull aside interpreters who 
forget their role in favor of the spotlight. Not only that, we cut off the powers of ASL 
in favor of English for daily and interpersonal matters. English also is the language 
of scholarly research and discourse about our community, culture, and even sign 
language itself. 
It is time to bring our discourse home to American Sign Language. Time to allow the 
beating heart of the signing community have its full rights as a natural language - to 
assert our right to be the primary source of information about our community. 
Description: A white face with blue tape over the eye speaks volumes of negative 
perceptions about Deaf people. The face and messages are set on a black 
background. A cerulean blue hand chops the comments short, freeing space for 
 

 
 
Frank L. Dattolo 



Title: This Way To Deception Falls. 
sketch 
 

 
James Dugas 
photography , 2011  
Description:  I forget about that one of photos which it was from BCC ( Bristol 
Community College ) at this time. some deaf studies class ( hearing students ) were 
ignored me some these misunderstood issues . I had been snubbed by some of them 
who though I taught wrongly ideas with one hearing female student signing sing on 
a video . it was posted on youtube , released out to public . when they saw on a video 
of her first sign language singing . they ( deaf asl studies ) were shocked and 
upsetting by the controversial of hurt deaf culture which it is not intented to be . it 
mean give support for deaf asl . thats why I got hurt when they not talking to me . so 
I painting acrylic on my mouth shut . 
 



 

 



Patti Durr 
1.  Freedom 
Watercolor 
W painting his butterfly in a max security prison. H painting a US of A flag. Hearing 
prisoner w broom watching through hall window  
2. a sketch - hope to do this in mixed media some day  
Cutting the through the blue tape at St. Louis EHDI 
Karl White looms large w blue tape for arms trying to block my way down a public 
hallway. He had called over one of his rent a cops and I signed up at him - I can walk 
down this path - it is not part of EHDI exhibit - it is an open space for folks to walk so 
I'm gonna walk an he was like "your right I'm wrong." He signed wrong so hard on 
his chin I was worried he had hurt himself. He really was very ramped up and 
jittered so I just strolled in down to meet and greet someone at the end of the hall. 
Later John e of the DBC came out of the exhibit area an give us a hug and again karl 
white appeared looming and ushered him to go back within the tent and u was like 
freedom of assembly freedom of friendship. Who knew when u registered for EHDI 
they were gonna tag stalk and surveillance folks. Later we learned karl white had 
John e wife (a Deaf grand mother) w her Deaf grandson evicted from the mall area. 
Weirdness 
 

 
Bethaney Hall 
"No ASL - No Deaf Spirit" 
8.5 by 11 drawing paper, blue pencil & black in 
Description: ..this is a put down (blue tape) on ASL. Some hearing folks do not have 
an inkling of the language - how beautiful and expressive ASL is to us deaf spirits. I 
feel by telling us no we don't need ASL, that we should speak or we don't need an 
interpreter - they're not letting us be free. 



 
Takiyah Harris 
Inspired by Keith Haring 
"Sad children trapped" 
Mixed Media 
8x10 
 

 



 
Storme Ren Heidi 
'Expression-less' I took the opportunity to use writing in addition to the visual 
punch.  
Multi media 
 

 
 



 
Ellen Mansfield 
Blue Tape # 1 GW Veditz and Hass's photo in Colorado Springs- His writing on back. 
Blue Tape #2 Veditz's letter 
“Wherever the deaf have received an education the method by which it is imparted 
is the burning question of the day with them, for the deaf are what their schooling 
make them more than any other class of humans. They are facing not a theory but a 
condition, for they are first, last, and all the time the people of the eye.” – 1910 
Proceedings of the Ninth Convention of the National Association of the Deaf and the 
Third World’s Congress of the Deaf, 1910 (Los Angeles, CA: Philocophus Press, 1912, 
p. 30 – response to AG Bell’s letter declining to endorse the NAD’s resolution for ASL 
and English in Deaf schools.) 
 



 
Ken McBroom 
“In My Dreams” 
Collage 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Roberta Merrill 
De'VIA 
Blue tape: 
Audism 
Oppression 
No hands speak 
No hear eyes 
Deaf Broken  
Souls 
In the 
Darkness 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
Tracey Milo 
"Blue ASL-war" 
ArtRage3 

 
 
Stevie Gemmill Naeyaert 
No Hear / No Speak 
Description: My son, Tyler, enjoys cutting out images on bristol paper and spray 
painting them on surfaces (Banksy style). He made this cut out of his face wearing 
blue tape during the ASL Pride Parade in DC April 2013. He hadn't gotten around to 
spray painting it yet. So I took a picture of the cut out and added blue paint using 
ArtRage. 
 



 
Teresa Davisson Newman 
"Blue Aid tape on Hand" 
8x11.5 blue paper 
Masking tape, blue charcoal, blue marker 
 



 
Nancy Rourke 
Challenge 
18 inch by 24 inch 
oil on canvas 
Description:  This painting shows different things happening today that needed to 
be aware of, something that has to be done, and so on. The blue tape concept is to be 
crossed off that is not quite right, needs to be corrected or should have been done 
the right way. 



 
Diane A. Squires. 
Dark Age No More! 
iPad - ArtRage3 
 
 

 
Sheila Wheadon 
 
 



 
Yusuf Yahya 
Wondered why deaf guy around his hands with the blue tapes? 
 
First of all, I learned a lot from my friend artist Nancy Rourke's tips.  
She explained me about what is the blue tape mean.  
 
"The blue tape is the symbol which I use in many of the painting, is a negative 
remark to audism, oppression, crossed-out, tied down, trapped and masks ....", 
Nancy wrote. 
 


